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Paulatim, little by little.
An ethos I lived by for seven years
as a Medic in the Australian Army,
an ethos I am applying to business.
My name is Zachary Castle, the
creator of the Eroticgel Australia
brand, distributor of Pepee Lotion
and CEO of Paladin Knight Pty Ltd.
From the age of 18, I enlisted as a
medic, making corporal rank and
completed my Bachelor of Clinical
Practice at Charles Sturt University
while stile serving. During this
time, I experienced varying levels
of adversity and challenges that I
had no other option but to become
resilient and overcome. During
this time, I was fortunate enough
to deploy as a platoon medic to
Afghanistan for nine months that
brought new challenges.
On my return from Afghanistan,
I required a change in direction
and wanted to travel more, so
I became a CELTA teacher and
travelled to Sapporo, Japan for
one year. It was during this time
that I discovered Pepee Lotion and
its unique attributes. On my return
to Australia, I recognized a market
for this product and that I would be
the one bringing it into Australia.
On a more personal note, the
business has brought me a large
amount of stability and direction
in my life and a reason to wake
up in the morning. It was only
on my return from Afghanistan
that I would realize how my life
would change forever. Through
all this, I was diagnosed with
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). Maybe this is something I
will talk about someday and give
encouragement to others who are
starting from scratch again, but
this will be a door closed for now.

Zachary Castle

CEO of Paladin Knight Pty Ltd.
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Waterproof Bedding
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We manufacture our own bedding.
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Established in 2018 under the name Erotic Gel
Australia as a Sole Trader and then in 2021 forming
the company Paladin Knight Pty Ltd. This change in
structure was necessary as the business continues to
grow and expand both nationally and internationally.
Eroticgel Australia grew from an idea and somehow
made itself into a brand. It was a name that I hastily
decided on in the early stages of my business, and
although I am proud of what I have accomplished so
far, I found that the name was limiting me in the market.
I intend to create more than a massage gel, and for this
reason, a name change was necessary in line with the
transition into a company.

Paladin Knight Pty Ltd.
As a child, my father had a company named 'Black
Knight'. Although this company would, in the end,
prove not to be a success, I still hold many fond
childhood memories of working with my father. With
this, I pay homage to my father, who had supported
me greatly in my life, especially in the dark days when
I was suffering from my mental illness. A paladin is also
chivalrous and heroic and will be a reminder to keep
moving forward, and regardless of other companies
work ethos, I will stand true to mine.

page 12

& inflatable sheet

Massage Powders
page 18

We manufacture our own Nuru
Massage Powder made from quality
Japanese ingredients.

Massage Gel
page 24

Multi-Purpose Warmer
page 30

Pepee Lotion

page 32
Sole distributor of Pepee Lotion in Australia,
we have forged a special bond with the
Japanese company to be able to bring the
large variety of Pepee products to Australia.

Other products
page 44
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Eroticgel Fitted Waterproof Sheets
Our mission is to provide affordable
waterproof bedding for everyone. It’s that
simple! Either you’re wanting to experiment
and try something new, and don’t want that
hefty price tag, or you’re after an affordable
and reliable waterproof bed sheet, we
at Eroticgel Australia will provide. Not
only does it protect the bed, but it gives
a fantastic campus for sensual massage
and is comfy enough to use as a mattress
protector, even a sheet. The waterproof
bedding is our flagship product so that we
won’t compromise on quality in exchange
for profit. With a high colour fastness for
our latest iteration of bedding, you can rest
assured that it will hold up to the wash and
time as well as in the bedroom. We have also
listened to your feedback and understand
that it isn’t just lube used with these
sheets but things such as Crisco butter
and oil-based products, so we have added
protection for these also. We can now boast
that the Eroticgel bedding and variants are
water-based, silicone, and Crisco safe with
additional advanced oil protection.

Safe against:
•
•
•
•

Waterbased Lubricants
Silicone Lubricants
Crisco
Enhanced oil protection

Ultra-thin, Noiseless, Hypoallergenic

SAFE AGAINST

:

Made from 85% dacron and 15% spandex
with TPU Lamination

ants
Waterbased Lubric
s
Silicone Lubricant
Crisco
ection
Enhanced oil prot
Slippery and non-sticky.
Have all the fun without the mess.

Waterproof Bedding
Demo Video
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

DIMENSIONS

BARCODE

Super King

EGSUPKING

204cm x 204cm + 35cm

8068096680027

King

EGKING

183cm x 203cm + 35cm

794712188094

Queen

EGQUEEN

152cm x 203cm + 35cm

794712188087

Double

EGDOUBLE

137cm x 187cm + 35cm

794712536291

Single

EGSINGLE

90cm x 193cm + 35cm

806809668591

Machine washable up to 60 degrees
and dryer safe up to 100 degrees
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Eroticgel Waterproof Sheets

Fitted Waterproof Sheets: Extreme Edition

Stain resistant

Hypoallergenic

Waterproof
Machine washable
& dryer safe
Ideal for: SQUIRTERS | PISS PLAY | FISTING | NURU MASSAGE | MATTRESS PROTECTOR

Our mission was to provide
affordable waterproof bedding for
everyone, and we are meeting that goal.
But this doesn’t mean we can’t branch out and take in customer’s feedback for
something a bit more specific. So, we have created something with the ‘fister’ in
mind, and we have introduced it as the ‘Extreme Edition’ which is the same highquality material you have come to love, but with all-round bedding protection. We
have replaced the black elasticised sides with the same material used on the top.
With this all-round protection, it is ideal for bedroom play extending away from
the bed and onto the floor.

Great for:
• Fisting
• Anything that requires
‘All Round Protection’

Large selection available
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

DIMENSIONS

BARCODE

Extreme Super King

EGEXSUPKING

204cm x 204cm + 35cm

8068096680058

Extreme King

EGEXKING

183cm x 203cm + 35cm

794712188063

Extreme Queen

EGEXQUEEN

152cm x 203cm + 35cm

794712188070
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Waterproof Pillowcase

Dropsheet & Playsheet
We understand that not only the
bed needs protection and that
versatility is essential. For this
reason, we created the Drop Sheet
and Play Sheet. Giving a choice of
either 1.5m2 or 2m2 the Eroticgel
Flat Sheet range provides the
same comfortable and waterproof
material you have come to love.
Either place it on the floor, on the
sofa, or sling it has many uses.

Great for:
•
•
•
•
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Floor Use
Slings
Outdoor Use
Bed Use

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT
CODE

DIMENSIONS

BARCODE

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT
CODE

DIMENSIONS

BARCODE

Drop Sheet

EGDS

1.5m x 1.5m

806809672307

Waterproof pillowcase x 2

EGPB

48cm x 73cm

806809668607

Play Sheet

EGPS

2m x 2m

806809672291
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Massage Table Sheet

Extending our range, we are also catering
to those that professionally deliver massage
services. Providing the same high-quality
material as with our other bedding, we can
provide fitted sheeting for standard massage
tables. We provide two different variants.
One fits a traditional massage table, and the
other design is for a standard massage table
with a face hole. Rest assured that even the
bedding with a face hole cut out provides
100% waterproof protection to the table. Both
variants come with Velcro straps to add extra
stability to the sheet.

Massage Table Sheet
Massage Table Sheet with face hole

Key features
• Enhanced Oil Protection
• Machine Washable & Dryer Safe
• Tailored specifically for the massage
professional
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT
CODE

DIMENSIONS

BARCODE

Massage Table Sheet

EGMTS

203cm x 83cm

806809668539

Massage Table Sheet with Facehole

EGMTSH

203cm x 83cm

806809668560
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Eroticgel Nuru Inflatable Air Mattress
The Nuru Inflatable Air Mattress created by Eroticgel
is more durable and comfortable than other similar
products on the market set to deliver a splendorous
Nuru Massage.
We have read all the feedback about similar air mattress
products available on the market and used that
feedback to create a truly great product.
The Nuru Inflatable Air Mattress is the perfect
accessory to experience a
Nuru Massage’s fantastic
thrill with a full-size
luxury mattress. The
Nuru Massage Gel is
water-soluble and
non-sticky to allow
easy cleanup. Our
Nuru Air Inflatable
Mattress provides a
controlled environment that
retains your Nuru Massage Gel
and allows you and your partner to
slip and slide freely.
With the ability to hold the weight of 200
kg there is more than enough capacity for two
people plus even maybe a third that will bring your
Nuru Massage session to the next level and be taking
your breath away!

QR code to
watch video
Increased Durability
We have improved the thickness of the Nuru Inflatable
Air Mattress to 0.5mm. Similar products are 0.4mm –
0.45mm. The product’s weight is a further one kg heavier
than the competition, but we feel it is worth it.
Electric Air Pump Included
So things have gotten heated, and you and your partner
have decided on a Nuru Massage. You commonly need
to manually pump the air mattress unless you have an
electric pump handy which in most cases you don’t.
Just as well the Nuru Air Inflatable Mattress has with
it included an AC240V 50Hz Air Pump. Inflates and
Deflates in minutes.
Increased Versatility with No Logo Marks
Most companies like to advertise their logo on the
products, and similar air mattresses have large and
unappealing logos. Although this doesn’t affect the
quality of the product, it does affect the versatility. The
Nuru Air Inflatable Mattress by Eroticgel can be used
and taken anywhere as, for all intents and purposes, it is
just a black inflatable mattress.

Luxury inflatable/deflatable mattress

AC240V 50Hz Air Pump

Air Nozzle

What does it protect me against?
•
•
•
•

Massage Oil
Water-based Lubricant
Silicone Lubricant
Crisco Butter

Double valve + Repair kit
12
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Eroticgel Nuru Inflatable Air Mattress

Product Features
• Full-size luxury inflatable /
deflatable mattress
• Quick-release valve for
deflation
• Inflates in minutes (Electric Air
Pump included)
• Made with smooth surface
material to slip and slide freely
with Nuru Gel
• Mattress surface does not
absorb liquid, allow retention
of Nuru Gel on your body
• Raised-type, comfortable and
good buoyancy
• Use it on a flat surface or even
in a pool
• Portable, compact, good
storage size
• Durable

Setup And Usage Instructions
First, inflate and place the Nuru Inflatable Air Mattress in a room
where the temperature will remain warm throughout the massage
session. The ideal temperature ranges between 23-26 Degrees
Celsius, which the masseuse and massage recipient can adjust.
Once the mattress lies in place, place a large towel across the Nuru
Inflatable Air Mattress head. Next, lay down two smaller towels on a
side table close by, one of which will be placed underneath the Nuru
Massage Gel, leaving the other towel available for cleanup.
Be aware that the gel is water-soluble and will lose its potent slippery
properties if too much water is mixed in with the solution.
Be sure to create the right illumination and atmosphere for the
massage. Some prefer to reduce lighting sources and create an
intimate private setting, while others prefer to use a bright shine.

122cm

223cm
14

15cm

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT
CODE

SIZE

BOX
WEIGHT

BARCODE

Nuru Air Mattress

EGISAKA

223cm x 122cm x 15cm

6.5kg

794712536208
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Eroticgel Inflatable Massage Sheet
Keep your bed and floor mess-free with the
Inflatable Massage Sheet by Eroticgel. We
have created a durable spillproof sheet
with an inflatable border that lets you get
wild without worrying about making
a mess. The vinyl material is easy
to clean, simple to maintain,
and durable. To use, find a flat
surface and inflate. Once the
fun is over, pack-up is a breeze
with the quick-release valve.

Product Features
• Full-size luxury inflatable / deflatable mattress
massage sheet
• Quick-release valve for deflation
• Inflates in minutes
• Made with smooth surface material to slip and slide
freely with Nuru Gel
• Mattress surface does not absorb liquid, allow
retention of Nuru Gel on your body
• Raised-type, comfortable and good buoyancy
• Use it on a flat surface or even in a pool
• Portable, compact, good storage size
• Durable

12cm
4.7”
205cm
80.7”
16

156cm
61.4”

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

BOX
WEIGHT

BARCODE

Inflatable Massage Sheet

EGFURUKAWA

205cm x 156cm x 12cm /
80.7” x 61.4” x 4.7

2.1kg

754590183628
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Authentic Massage Gel and Powders

Eroticgel Australia is a wholesale company
that specialises in premium grade massage
products that attain the balance between
quality and price. What sets us apart from the
competition is our choice of ingredients. It
isn’t always just about what you can put in a
product but also what you choose to leave. For
the safety and comfort of our clients, we have
found this balance.

Made in
Japan
Key Points of Difference
Paraben and Glycerine Free
Parabens are known to disrupt hormone function and
lead to increased cancer rates, while glycerine may
contribute to yeast’s overgrowth. Our massage products
contain neither of these potentially harmful ingredients.

Aloe Vera

• Easy to Use
• Water-based
• Slippery and Non-sticky
• Long lasting
• Odourless & Tasteless
• Stain-free and easy to clean with water
• Paraben & Glycerine Free

Aloe Vera contains antioxidants, enzymes, Vitamins
A and C and is highly anti-inflammatory. It can help
treat burns, acne, and dry skin. It also has soothing
properties and helps moisturise the skin.

Seaweed
Seaweed Extract improves the suppleness and the
elasticity of your skin and can act as an anti-aging and
anti-cellulite agent. It also helps the skin by detoxifying,
toning, cleansing the skin, and stimulating damaged
skin cells. Most importantly, and why we decided on the
ingredient is that it moisturises and soothes the skin.

Green Tea
Green Tea Extract is an anti-inflammatory agent, so it will
soothe your skin and help prevent redness.

Liquorice
Liquorice Extracts use to treat skin conditions such as
eczema and acne and a gentle skin-lightening agent.
Liquorice Root Extract helps soothe the skin and is
ideal for people with irritated skin.

Vitamin B5
Vitamin B5 helps to keep skin soft, smooth, and healthy.
It also has an anti-inflammatory effect that can help
stimulate your skin’s healing processes.
18
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Nuru Massage Gel Powder
We have created a much more authentic
Nuru Massage Gel Powder, which now
contains Seaweed Extract and Green Tea
Extract, which are great for skincare and
use on sensitive skin. It is ideal for Nuru
Massage and great as a personal lubricant
and sex lotion as it is water-based.
It is available in 3 sizes: Matsuri 40g, Ori
100g and Konno 200g in a sleek and sexy
cosmetic jar with a bamboo screw lid. They
make 4L (1 gal), 10L (2.4 Gal) and 20L
(5.28 Gal) respectively.
One teaspoon makes about 250ml / 8
ounces. You can adjust the consistency
to your liking. Use less water for a thicker
consistency or more water for a thinner
consistency. You can store it for one week
after mixing.

Key features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We at Eroticgel Australia provide a natural
alternative to the standard massage gels. Our
goal was to create a product that you could have
confidence in using that when it came to reading
the list of ingredients you would be satisfied
in knowing that your body would be safe from
anything harmful. We also liked the idea that
as the Nuru Massage is a very personal and
intimate massage that you should have control
over every aspect. With this, you can create the
desired consistency of the gel as we give you the
flexibility of control.

Green Tea Extract

Seaweed Extract
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Seaweed & Green Tea Extract
Made in Japan
Water-based
Slippery and Non-sticky
Long-lasting
Odourless & Tasteless
Stain-free and easy to clean with water

Paraben and Glycerine Free

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MAKES

BARCODE

Nuru Massage Powder

EGMATSURI

40g

4 Litres

806809672284

Nuru Massage Powder

EGORI

100g

10 Litres

806809672260

Nuru Massage Powder

EGKONNO

200g

20 Litres

806809672253
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Sakura
Key features
Aloe Vera

Seaweed Extract

• Seaweed & Green Tea Extract
• Aloe Vera & Liquorice
• Made in Japan
• Water-based
• Slippery and Non-sticky
• Long-lasting
• Odourless & Tasteless
• Stain-free and easy to clean with water

Green Tea Extract

Liquorice

Paraben and Glycerine Free

Sakura Edition is a Japanese water-based
massage gel powder that contains Seaweed,
Aloe Vera, Liquorice, and Green Tea Extract.
The perfect ingredients for an authentic and
sensual Slippery Nuru Massage. Your body
will love you as it is ideal for sensitive skin.
One tablespoon can make 500ml of super
thick NURU Massage Gel or 1000ml of
a thinner consistency. Apply to skin and
gently rub in. By adding water, you can make
the lubricant more slippery for massage.
If your bodies are wet before applying, it
will create a more intense and slippery Nuru
Experience.
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MAKES

BARCODE

Sakura Edition

EGSAKURA

40g

4 Litres

794712188117
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Nuru Massage Gel

Key Features
• Authentic Japanese
massage gel for all your
slippery massage needs
• Seaweed & Green Tea
Extract + Vitamin B5 for a
more authentic massage
experience
• Aloe Vera & Liquorice
Extract for sensitive skin and
skincare
• Non-staining, non-sticky,
odourless, tasteless and
long-lasting
• Water-based

Aloe Vera

Seaweed Extract

We aim to provide a natural alternative to the standard massage gels.
Our goal is to create a product that you can have confidence in using
and be satisfied knowing that your body would be safe from anything
harmful. That is why Nuru Massage Gel is Paraben & Glycerine Free.
Nuru Massage Gel contains Aloe Vera, Seaweed, Green Tea, Licorice
Extract, and Vitamin B5.

Green Tea Extract

Liquorice

Vitamin B5
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

BARCODE

Nuru Massage Gel 250mL

EGKIDOUCHI

250ml

794712313625

Nuru Massage Gel 500mL

EGKATO

500ml

794712313649

Nuru Massage Gel 1000mL

EGKATABIRA

1000ml

794712313632

Nuru Massage Gel 5000mL

EGSHINKE

5000ml

794712188100

Paraben and Glycerine Free
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Platinum Massage Gel Powder
The Platinum Massage Gel Powder
5g can stand out with the POS box.
It can hold 50 x 5g Sachet, and the
compact size allows ease of position.
Demonstrations of the product both
in illustration and photo on either side
of the box provide more than enough
product information.

These great little sachets allow the user to create their
own lube or massage gel. Perfect for travel and can
be used to make 250ml of Platinum Massage Gel or
500ml of Premium Massage Gel. Depending on how
much warm water you add, you can create the viscosity
that suits you. Sprinkle over warm water and mix to
remove lumps. Once made, it can be immediately
used or stored for a minimum of 7 days without losing
its properties.

Key features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water-based
Slippery and Non-sticky
Long-lasting
Odourless & Tasteless
Stain-free and easy to clean with water
Made in Japan

Paraben and Glycerine Free
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

BARCODE

Nuru Massage Powder 5g

EG5G

5g

806809668614

Nuru Massage Powder Box

EG5G50

50 x 5g

974712536215
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Massage Gel Shaker

directions

This product contains a stainless steel
massage bowl with a 500ml/ 16.9oz capacity
with a bamboo lid and air seal. A perfect
combination to also include the 5g massage
powder. These great little sachets allow the
user to create their massage lotion. Perfect
for travel and can be used to make 250ml of
Platinum Massage Gel or 500ml/ 16.9oz of
Premium Massage Gel. Depending on how
much warm water you add, you can create
the viscosity that suits you. Sprinkle over
warm water and mix to remove lumps. Once
made, it can be immediately used or stored
for a minimum of 7 days without losing its
properties.

Key Features

1. Add warm water 40 – 45 °C or 104 – 113°F 250ml
to 500ml. It is best to start with 250ml and then adjust
consistency.

2. Gently tear the packet and sprinkle evenly over the
warm water until packet is empty.

3. Either place the bamboo lid firmly on and shake or
stir until dissolved to create a perfect mixture.

4. Wait around 5 minutes for mixture to completely
form into massage gel. It is best to start with 250ml of
water and then add more to the desired effect. Apply
to wet skin. To reactivate the powder apply water for
a more pleasurable and enjoyable slippery experience.
Once finished, wipe away with a towel.

• Massage Sachet that makes up to 500ml/ 16.9oz slippery
Massage Gel per sachet
• Comes with 500ml/ 16.9oz Stainless Steel Bowl with Bamboo
Lid and Air Seal
• Non-staining, non-sticky, odourless, tasteless and long-lasting
• Water-based
• Paraben & Glycerine Free
• Ideal to Make Massage Gel - Add Powder
and Shake
• The Air Seal helps store the massage gel
for one week when stored in a cool place
• Massage Powder is Made in Japan
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

BARCODE

Massage Bowl

EGBOWL

Bowl

794712313656

Massage Bowl Shaker with 2 x 5g sachet

EGBOWL2

2 x Sachet 5g + Bowl

794712536239

Massage Bowl Shaker with 3 x 5g sachet

EGBOWL3

3 x Sachet 5g + Bowl

794712536246

Massage Bowl Shaker with 5 x 5g sachet

EGBOWL5

5 x Sachet 5g + Bowl

794712536253

Massage Bowl Shaker with 10 x 5g sachet

EGBOWL10

10 x Sachet 5g + Bowl

794712536222
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Multi-Purpose Warmer
Key features

The Multi-Purpose Warmer can heat either wax, massage oil
or gel quickly. Designed for both professionals and home
users, the Multi-Purpose Warmer has a 500ml capacity with
an easily readable LCD screen with temperature control
ranging from 35°C to 125°C (95°F to 257°F).
Its easy to use design allows users a practical
method of heating your massage gel or oil
while enjoying a Nuru Massage. You can
heat your massage gel or oil to an optimal
temperature in minutes, and clean up is
a breeze.

Kit includes:
The package consists
of a multi-purpose wax,
massage oil & gel warmer,
a 500 cc aluminium pot
with handle, and lid.

• Fast Heating. A safety range of
accurate temperatures on the
LCD Screen 35°C to 125°C (95°F
to 257°F) helps warm up your
massage gel or oil in minutes.
Wax melts down quickly within
10 to 15 minutes.
• Can easily clean with Paper
Towel after you stop charging
the warmer for 5 minutes.
• Compatible with different Wax
Formats: Wax melt warmer could
melt wax hard wax beans, soft wax,
14-ounce wax cans, loose wax, bricks
bikini wax, microwavable wax and
hair waxing. A good choice for longlasting and safe hair removal.
• Easy to Use at Home: Enjoy a fantastic
salon-like multi-purpose warmer at
home or for travelling.
Voltage: US Plug 110V
Power: 100W
Capacity: 500mL
Temperature Range:
35-125°C / 95-257°F
Certifications:
CE-(EMC,LVD), FCC

Aluminum Warming Pot

Transparent Lid
ABS Housing
Temperature Control Knob
Temperature Display
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

BARCODE

Multi-Purpose Warmer

EGKASUMI

190m x 179mm / 7.5in x 7in

754590183604
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Pepee Lotion

In partnership with Nakajima chemical industry co.,
Ltd., Japan, Eroticgel Australia is the first and only
Authorised Distributor of Japan’s No.1 sexual lotion,
Pepee. Pepee Lotion, which is pronounced ‘Peh
Peh’ and is written in Japanese as ペペローション
has been delivering excellence in Japan for the past
50 years. What is its use? Pepee is a sensual lotion
and massage gel. It provides smooth lubrication
and rinses away with water. Also, it is excellent as
a massage gel which leaves your skin feeling silky
smooth. Pepee Lotion is a highly concentrated
water-based lotion that is comparably thicker than
other European brands. It has a soft texture, longlasting and due to its high concentration level,
only a small amount is needed. It is due to this high
concentration that Pepee Lotion is Japan’s most
popular. Due to its high viscosity, the lotion stays in
place, which is also great for toy use. Pepee Lotion
is already an established brand in Japan with over
15 varieties of lotion to suit anyone’s requirements.
As it is already well established and tested, Eroticgel
Australia can provide various types to meet your
specific clientele.

The standard size is 360ml, but some are available
in the pocket/travel size of 50ml and the medium
150ml option, although the larger 360ml bottle is
the most popular. Eroticgel Australia’s partnership
with Japan is continuing to strengthen, and
through these, overall prices can be lowered,
increasing Pepee’s competitiveness within
Australia.
Our company is also expanding the range of
products on offer, with adult toys and clothing.
As these are continually updated, it is advisable
that you check the ‘members area’ at our website
eroticgelaustralia.com.au.

Water-based

Water-based lubricants don’t
compromise the integrity of
condoms, allowing for wider use
than other lubricants such as
silicone-based.

Japanese Made

Unique design

With an experienced Japanese
pharmaceutical manufacturer making
Pepee, you can rely on the history of the
Japanese to deliver quality sexual products.

All Pepee 360mL bottles are
designed specifically to look like a
dildo. This suggestive design makes
the packaging trully unique.

Large 360mL size
Value for money as with
360mL it can be used either
as a lubricant or massage gel
multiple times.

One-handed flip cap

Designed for ease of use, the bottle can
be open and closed with one hand.
The cap is also specifically designed to
prevent drying out of the lubricant.
32

Resilient packaging

Strong plastic bottle with stable
base and tamper-sealed by
being completely wrapped.
33

will
Ideal for erotic massage that
leave your skin feeling soft and
re
moisturised or to add some mo
excitement to the bedroom.

WANKERS

A multi-purpose personal water-based lotion gives a silkysmooth feel that is less tacky and will glide with every
stroke of your hand due to its ability to reduce friction.
Wankers is ideal for personal use as it takes a longer time to dry
and has a formula with an increased slipperiness. Add water to
reactivate the lotion or to make it last longer.

ORIGINAL

Glycerine Free.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, propylene glycol, sodium polyacrylate, hydroxyethycellulose,
methylparaben.

The longest-running and most
popular from Pepee, Original is a
multi-purpose personal water-based
lotion. Perfect for Nuru Massage.
Original is a multi-purpose long-lasting
high viscosity lotion that is amazingly
silky. Leaving your skin feeling soft
and moisturised that dissipates once
you finished using it. We recommend
Original for ‘Nuru Massage’. Add water
to reactivate the lotion or to make it
thinner and more last longer.

PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPW360

360mL

4562163014011

ORGANIC

A silky-smooth multi-purpose personal water-based lotion
made from 99.7% plant-derived products.

Glycerine Free.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, sodium polyacrylate, methylparaben.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PP360
PP50

360mL
50mL

4562163010112
4562163014042

Organic is a long-lasting low viscosity lotion that is amazingly
silky, leaving your skin feeling soft and moisturised. If it dries,
add water to reactivate the lotion. Organic is the thinnest lotion
that Pepee provides, so if you do not want to try something very
thick, try Organic.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients:
Aqua,
glycerine,
xanthan
gum,
phenoxyethanol,
hydroxyethylcellulose, methylparaben, sodium polyacrylate, disodium edta.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPOR360

360mL

4562163014004

COOL MINT

A multi-purpose personal water-based lotion with the scent
of Menthol.
Ideal for massage, the feeling of Cool Mint on your skin with a
cool breeze is exhilarating, coupled with the silky texture, this
multi-purpose lotion won’t disappoint. If it starts to dry, add
water to reactivate the lotion.
Glycerine Free.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, ethanol, sodium polyacrylate, menthol, PEG-40 hydrogenated
castor oil, methylparaben.
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PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPCM360

360mL

4562163010853
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OMEGA 3

SEXY

A silky smooth water-based lubricant blended for men.
Pepee Omega 3 has the semblance of cum.
With its unique formulation of black pepper containing
Inca inch oil and Brazilian pepper oil, it will surely invite
an exciting atmosphere and bring the exotic out in your
relationship. Add water to reactivate the lubricant if it drys.
Glycerine Free.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, polyacrylic acid Na,polyacrylic acid-pulque phenethyl
abo ruby squirrel seed oil (Inca inch oil), pepper oil, sorbitan oleic acid · PEG20, methylparaben.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPO3360
PPO350

360mL
50mL

4562163010846
4562163014066

ELEGANT

SILKY

Pepee Silky collaborates with Pepee and NPG, leading
Japanese lotion companies to celebrate their 50th anniversary.
The refreshing blue bottle provides a silky smooth feel and
texture that is exceptional for onahole use. It is delicate to touch,
and when placed in an onahole, Silky envelops you, giving an
enriching experience.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, sodium polyacrylate,methylparaben.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPS360

360mL

4571165964484

RICH

Pepee Rich collaborates with Pepee and NPG, leading
Japanese lotion companies to celebrate their 50th anniversary.
The red bottle provides a thicker feeling lubricant than Pepee
Silky but still with the silky smooth feel and texture exceptional
for onahole use. It is delicate to touch, and when placed in an
onahole, Rich envelops you, giving an enriching experience. It is
comparable to Pepee Rubber and Lovers.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Water, glycerine, hydroxyethylcellulose, carbomer, sodium
polyacrylate, methylparaben.
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PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPRICH360

360mL

4571165964491

UNIQUE
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Pepee Back Door Lotion will
moisten those hard to get
wet places.

ROSE

A medium-thick multi-purpose personal water-based
lotion with an enchanting floral fragrance.
This enchanting floral fragrance brings alive Rose’s essence to
give a more aromatic feel and massage experience. If it dries,
add water to reactivate the lotion or to increase its duration.

BACK DOOR

Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, sodium polyacrylate,
phenoxyethanol, methylparaben, fragrance, CI 45100.

An extra thick multi-purpose personal waterbased lotion.
BACK DOOR has an alluring purple colour attributed
to the ingredient azulene, which reduces irritation.
Relax with BACK DOOR and let it help soothe your
skin. To reactivate the lotion, apply water.

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPR360
PPR50

360mL
50mL

4571355629018
4571355628998

SPECIAL BUBBLES

A visually stimulating multi-purpose personal water-based
lotion for sensitive skin.

Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, hydroxyethylcellulose,
polyacrylic acid, sodium guaiazulene sulfonate,
methylparaben, EDTA 2NA, colouring.

PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPBD360
PPBD50

360mL
50mL

4562163011096
4571355629360

SPECIAL EXCITING

A multi-purpose personal water-based lotion
blended for men.
Using a combination of ginseng and L-arginine,
Special Exciting gives an exciting and long-lasting
sensation to what would be an otherwise dull use for
a lotion. Odourless, tasteless and colourless, this multipurpose lotion with provide an exciting new touch.
Add water to reactivate the lotion or to make it last longer.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, sodium polyacrylate, panax ginseng root
extract, arginine, butylene glycol, phenoxyethanol, methylparaben.
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PRODUCT CODE

Special Bubbles has a unique design for visual stimulation.
The bubbles enrich the already well-established formula for
the increased duration. The weak acidic content is better for
sensitive skin when used in large quantities or for a long time.
Special Bubbles has all the strengths of Pepee Original. Still,
by putting fine air bubbles into the product through a unique manufacturing
process, it is more beautiful in appearance and pleasant for your skin.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, glycine soja seed extract, placental protein,
royal jelly extract, carbomer, sodium polyacrylate, PEG-60 hydrogenated
castor oil, butylene glycol, phenoxyethanol, methylparaben.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPSB360
PPSB150

360mL
150mL

4571355620312
4571355620329

COLLAGEN

A specially designed multi-purpose personal water-based
lotion for sensitive skin contains collagen, which aids with
skin repair.
Its fragrance shines love. Pepee created collagen to meet
consumer demands for a product that helps prevent the signs of
aging. The scent of this product is unique and highly regarded.
Collagen is easy to use with its convenient one-touch cap and sleek design.
Available in both travel/pocket-sized and the standard 360ml packaging.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, sodium polyacrylate, soluble collagen,
phenoxyethanol, methylparaben.

PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPSE360
PPSE150

360mL
150mL

4562163011119
4562163011126

PPC360
PPC50

360mL
50mL

4571355628981
4571355628967
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Gifts and
travel sizes

SEXY NIGHT

A silky smooth water-based lubricant blended with skin
protection in mind.
Sexy Night contains Placenta, Royal Jelly, and Glycine Soja
Extract that provide antioxidant and anti-aging protection
that makes it easier to feel on the skin and mind. The bubbles
enrich the already well-established formula for the increased
duration. The weak acidic content is better for sensitive skin
when used in large quantities or for a long time.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Water, Glycerine, Carbomer, Sodium Polyacrylate, Placental Protein,
Royal Jelly Extract, Glycine Soja (Soybean) Extract, PEG-60 Hydrogenated Castor
Oil, Phenoxyethanol, Methylparaben.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPSN360

360mL

4562163011133

BLUE CAP

Pepee Blue Cap is a slight variation in thickness to the
Pepee Original and is considered an alternative purely on
aesthetics.
It is ideal for use as a personal lubricant or Nuru massage.
Available in the standard 360ml packaging. Has a one-touch
cap that can be easily opened with one hand, letting the other
work away unobstructed.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Water, Glycerine, Carbomer, Sodium Polyacrylate, Methylparaben.
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPBC360

360mL

4562163010310

RUBBER AND LOVERS

An extremely thick multi-purpose personal waterbased lotion and not for the faint-hearted!
Rubber and Lovers is a multi-purpose long-lasting high
viscosity lotion that is amazingly silky. Leaving your skin
feeling soft and moisturised that dissipates once you
finished using it. Add water to reactivate the lotion or to
make it thinner and more last longer.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Aqua, glycerine, hydroxyethyl cellulose, polyacrylic acid Na,
EDTA-2Na, methylparaben.
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PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPRL360
PPRL50

360mL
50mL

4562163010327
4562163014059

ONASHII
オナッシー (onashii) is a
version of Pepee lotion
that uses a cute mascot to
promote itself.
For anime lovers or someone
who wants to purchase
something
refreshing,
Onashii is an excellent
choice. Onashii is a waterbased lotion with a silky firm
texture pleasant to use and
most suitable for masturbation or used with
condoms to promote safe sex. Onashii
is available in a cute travel-sized 150ml
package. Onashii is an ideal gift choice.
Glycerin Free.
Ingredients: Aqua, Sodium polyacrylate,
Methylparaben.
CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPONA150

150mL

4562163014110

ORIGINAL GIFT
Pepee Original Gift 50 mL
Massage Gel is the most
popular and versatile of the
Pepee lotion selection.
Pepee Original Gift can
boast a record of over 50 years
of excellence, ensuring that
the formula has been perfected. It consists
of a medium-high viscosity of colourless,
tasteless, odourless lotion thicker than any
other water-based lotion available within
Australia.
Glycerin Free.
Ingredients: Aqua, Sodium polyacrylate,
Methylparaben.
CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPGIFT50

50mL

4562163010013

WARMING
Everything you love
about Pepee Original
lotion, but with a bonus
of a warming effect.
No longer needing to
worry about cold hands,
when you apply Pepee
Warming you will feel incredible sensual
pleasure. It comes in a convenient 80ml
bottle packaged within a box, making it the
ideal gift or travel companion.
Ingredients: Aqua, propylene glycol,
glycerine, sodium polyacrylate, carbomer,
sodium benzoate.
CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPWARM80

80mL

4562163010501

ORIGINAL MASSAGE GEL
The longest-running and
most popular from Pepee,
Original is a multi-purpose
personal water-based lotion.
Original is a multi-purpose
long-lasting high viscosity
lotion that is amazingly silky.
Leaving your skin feeling
soft and moisturised that
dissipates once you finished
using it. We recommend for
‘Nuru massage’. Add water to
reactivate the lotion or to make
it thinner and more last longer.
Glycerin Free.
Ingredients: Aqua, Sodium polyacrylate,
Methylparaben.
CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PP145

145mL

4562163010211
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Pepee Collectors Edition

MEDIUM HARB

Pepee Medium Harb contains herbs Arnica and
Allantoin which have an excellent conditioning effect
and moisturise the skin.
Pepee Medium Harb is a skin-friendly lotion that maintains
the massage effect. It is ideal for a personal lubricant or
Nuru massage. With 1000ml, you will have plenty for both.
Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Water, Sodium Polyacrylate, Allantoin, Arnica Flower
Extract, Carbomer, Butylene Glycol, Methylparaben, EDTA-2Na,
Colour 106
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPH1000

1000mL

4571165964859

Pepee Medium Hard and Plain Hard are ideal for a personal
lubricant or Nuru massage with the same great texture and feeling
as Pepee Orignal, just in a value pack 1000ml. With the resealable
screw top lid, you can have assurance in extended use. As with all Pepee
products, Pepee Medium Hard and Plain Hard are non-staining, nonsticky, odourless, tasteless and long-lasting.

Included:

PLAIN HARD

•
•
•
•
•

Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Water, Glycerine, Hydroxyethylcellulose,
Carbomer, Sodium Polyacrylate, Methylparaben
PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPPH1000

1000mL

4571165964835

MEDIUM HARD

Long Lasting:
Thickness:
Ingredients: Water, Glycerine, Hydroxyethylcellulose,
Carbomer, Sodium Polyacrylate, Methylparaben
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PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

PPPM1000

1000mL

4571165964842

An ideal sample pack or gift idea. Pepee Collectors Edition
contains 5 x 50ml lubricants that each offer something a
little different. Providing solutions for both massage and as a
sexual lubricant, it can assist someone new to Pepee Lotion
without making the financial sacrifice of buying a large
bottle. This pack also contains glycerine free lubricants
which are ideal for those with sensitive skin.

Original x 50mL
Collagen x 50mL
Rose x 50mL
Rubber & Lovers x 50mL
Omega 3 x 50mL

Pepee Collectors Edition is
an ideal gift or a purchase
for the indecisive person

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

WEIGHT

BARCODE

Collectors Edition

PPCE50

50mL x 5

275g

806809672321
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Onatsuyu Toys Heart

Pseudo Semen

The perfect lube for masturbation and onaholes: viscosity and why it matters

One of the most important aspects
of personal lubricant is its viscosity.
Lubricants with low density are thin
and runny, like water, and lubricant
with high viscosity act more like
a gel. Which one you prefer is
highly subjective, and depends
not only on your taste but also
one the onaholes you are using
- if you are using one, of course.
Runny/low viscosity lubricant:
+ Easily spreads to the back of
your onahole
+ Won’t “cover-up” textures;
you can feel every detail
o  Makes simulation more intense
- Leaks out more easily, making a mess
- Dries more quickly
Thick/high viscosity lube:
+ Stays in place very well, doesn’t leak out
+ Feels natural
+ Doesn’t dry out quickly
o  Makes stimulation less intense
- Can “cover-up” subtler textures like micro ridges
- Can be hard to get to the back of an onahole

Rin Sakuragi, Rin Azuma, and Honoka
Mihara Simulated Pseudo-Semen are a unique
formulation that gives the appearance of real
semen. It has a silky-smooth feel that is less
tacky and will glide with every stroke of the
hand or toy thanks to its ability to reduce friction
and be less sticky.
This pseudo-semen is ideal for masturbation
as it takes longer to dry, which has a
formula with an increased slipperiness.
It is water-based, making it stain free.
Just keep a box of tissues handy for
the climax! This product also makes
a great novelty gift.

Ingredients: Water, Propylene glycol, Sodium polyacrylate, Glycerine, Aloe barbadensis leaf extract,
Soluble Collagen, Methylparaben, Ethylparaben.

Key features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ingredients: Water, Sodium Polyacrylate, Mineral Oil, PEG-15 Hydrogenated
Castor Oil Triisostearate, Carbomer, Alcohol, Dipropylene Glycol,
Methylparaben, Ethylparaben, CI 19140, CI 15985.
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Made in
Japan

Easy to pour
Hard dry
Easy to wipe
Easy pouring nozzle cap
Straight type
370ml
Japan Made
Water-based

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

Rin Sakuragi

NPGRS150

150mL

4571165964415

Rin Azuma

NPGRA150

150mL

4571165964897

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

VOLUME

BARCODE

Honoka Mihara

NPGHM150

150mL

4571165964422

Onatsuyu

THO370

370mL

4526374159008
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FITTED WATERPROOF SHEET

Product Table

Pepee

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

Super King

EGSUPKING

King

EGKING

Queen

EGQUEEN

Double

EGDOUBLE

Single

EGSINGLE

Extreme Super King

EGEXSUPKING

IMAGE

PRODUCT PRODUCT
CODE
NAME
PP360

Extreme King

PPO350

PPBD360

PPSB360
Special
Bubbles

MASSAGE TABLE
SHEET

PPGIFT50

Original
Massage
Gel

PP145

Medium
Harb

PPH1000

Plain
Hard

PPPH1000

Medium
Hard

PPPM1000

EGEXKING
PPSE360

EGEXQUEEN
PPW360

Special
Exciting
PPSE50

Waterproof pillowcase x 2

EGPB

Silky
Drop Sheet

PPC360

PPS360

EGDS

Collagen
PPC50

Play Sheet

EGPS

PPR360

Massage Table Sheet

EGMTS

Massage Table Sheet with Facehole

EGMTSH

PPR50

Blue
Cap

PPBC360

Rich

PPRICH360

PPRL360
Rubber
and
lovers

INFLATABLE AIR MATTRESS & SHEET

Original
Gift

IMAGE

PPSB150

Rose
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PRODUCT PRODUCT
CODE
NAME

Warming PPWARM80

PP50

Back
Door

IMAGE

PPO3360
Omega 3

Original

Wankers
PILLOWCASE

PRODUCT PRODUCT
CODE
NAME

PPBD50

Extreme Queen

DROP SHEET &
PLAY SHEET

IMAGE

Product Table

Bedding

PPRL50
Nuru Air Mattress

EGISAKA
Cool
Mint

PPCM360

Sexy
Night

PPSN360
Collector’s Edition PPCE50

Inflatable Massage Sheet

EGFURUKAWA
Organic

PPOR360

Onashii

PPONA150
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

IMAGE

EG5G
Platinum Massage Gel Powder

MASSAGE GEL POWDER

EG5G50

MASSAGE BOWL SHAKER

MASSAGE GEL

Product Table

Massage Gels

Massage Gel Powder 40g

EGMATSURI

Massage Gel Powder 100g

EGORI

Massage Gel Powder 200g

EGKONNO

Massage Gel Powder 40g

EGSAKURA

Massage Gel 250mL

EGKIDOUCHI

Massage Gel 500mL

EGKATO

Massage Gel 1000mL

EGKATABIRA

Massage Gel 5000mL

EGSHINKE

Massage Bowl

EGBOWL

Massage Bowl Shaker with 2 x 5g
sachet

EGBOWL2

Massage Bowl Shaker with 3 x 5g
sachet

EGBOWL3

Massage Bowl Shaker with 5 x 5g
sachet

EGBOWL5

Massage Bowl Shaker with 10 x 5g
sachet

EGBOWL10

PSEUDO
SEMEN

Other Massage Gels
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PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

Rin Sakuragi

NPGRS150

Rin Azuma

NPGRA150

Honoka Mihara

NPGHM150

Onatsuyu

THO370

IMAGE

Point of Sales
Brochures

Air Inflatable Mattress
QR code to
watch video

Double valve + Repair kit

Waterproof

What does it protect me against?

Bedding range

• Massage Oil
• Water-based Lubricant
• Silicone Lubricant
• Crisco Butter

AC240V 50Hz Air Pump

&

Air Inflatable

Air Nozzle

Mattress

Product Features
122cm

223cm
15cm

• Full-size luxury inflatable /
deflatable mattress
• Quick-release valve for deflation
• Inflates in minutes (Electric Air Pump
included)
• Made with smooth surface material to slip
and slide freely with Nuru Gel
• Mattress surface does not absorb liquid,
allow retention of Nuru Gel on your body
• Raised-type, comfortable and good
buoyancy
• Use it on a flat surface or even in a pool
• Portable, compact, good storage size
• Durable

For more information, check out eroticgelaustralia.com.au

Eroticgel Australia is a wholesale company that
specialises in premium grade massage products
that attain the balance between quality and price.
What sets us apart from the competition is our
choice of ingredients. It isn’t always just about what
you can put in a product but also what you choose to
leave. For the safety and comfort of our clients, we
have found this balance.

Authentic

For More Information
Check Out Our Website
eroticgelaustralia.com.au

Massage Gel and Powders

Key Points of Difference
Paraben and Glycerine Free
Parabens are known to disrupt hormone function and lead to
increased cancer rates, while glycerine may contribute to yeast’s
overgrowth. Our massage products contain neither of these
potentially harmful ingredients.

Made in
Japan

Aloe Vera
Aloe Vera contains antioxidants, enzymes, Vitamins A and C and
is highly anti-inflammatory. It can help treat burns, acne, and
dry skin. It also has soothing properties and helps moisturise
the skin.
Seaweed
Seaweed Extract improves the suppleness and the elasticity of
your skin and can act as an anti-aging and anti-cellulite agent.
It also helps the skin by detoxifying, toning, cleansing the skin,
and stimulating damaged skin cells. Most importantly, and why
we decided on the ingredient is that it moisturises and soothes
the skin.
Green Tea
Green Tea Extract is an anti-inflammatory agent, so it will soothe
your skin and help prevent redness.
Liquorice
Liquorice Extracts use to treat skin conditions such as eczema
and acne and a gentle skin-lightening agent. Liquorice Root
Extract helps soothe the skin and is ideal for people with
irritated skin.
Vitamin B5
Vitamin B5 helps to keep skin soft, smooth, and healthy. It also
has an anti-inflammatory effect that can help stimulate your
skin’s healing processes.

• Water-based
• Slippery and Non-sticky
• Long lasting

• Odourless & Tasteless
• Stain-free and easy to clean with water
• Paraben & Glycerine Free

Reference charts

We provide a variety of information
and display material for Point of
Sales. In our drive to continue to
excel, the POS is always in the
process of improving. Below is a
selection of POS
items for both the
brands ‘Eroticgel’
and
‘Pepee’.
We are keen to
listen to your
feedback
and
are welcoming to
POS suggestions
and advice.

Promotional tags

Posters

Sample sachets

360mL

paladinknight.com.au |
Leading Retailers
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zachary.castle@paladinknight.com.au |

0406 293 489

Available in Original,
Silky, Rich, Omega 3,
Rubber & Lovers
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360mL

Leading Retailers

